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Your Candidacy 
 
Explain Why you are seeking the office of Minnesota State House of Representatives. 
What will you bring to your constituents?  What experience, expertise, and skill sets do 
you have that make you best suited to hold this position?  What specific expertise will 
you bring to the State House that is unique or rare to the body? 
 

I’m running for state representative to be an advocate for Eastside families,            
to prioritize fully funding our schools and our healthcare, and to invest in the              
Eastside. I will bring the same dedication, experience, and vision to serving as             
representative as I brought to the Eastside as chair of the Windom Park             
neighborhood, where I led the fight for safer, more inclusive streets; that I bring              
to my clients every day in advocating for the rights of renters, small businesses,              
and in protecting Eastside families; and that I demonstrated when I co-founded            
the Minnesota Tool Library and led it as it grew to include over 1,000 members. I                
have a proven track record of investing in the Eastside and getting Eastsiders             
results. My experience in building results-oriented coalitions around a shared          
vision and in negotiating settlements and contracts for my clients makes me the             
best candidate to bring our vision of the Eastside to the capitol and make it a                
reality. 
 
Legislative Priorities 
 
1.  Which three committee assignments would you request?  Why would you request 
these three? 
 

I would request Education Finance, Health and Human Services Finance,          
and Government Operations/Subcommittee on Local Government. The first        
committee I would request is Education Finance, because fully funding our           
education system is the best way to invest in the Eastside and eliminate the              
disparities that exist in our City. Secondly, Health and Human Services Finance,            
because I know that affordable, accessible, high-quality medical care is a top            
priority for the residents of 60A, and I can be most effective fighting for the               
necessary funding and for a public option on this committee. And finally, I would              
request Government Operations/Subcommittee on Local Government, because       
safe, accessible, inclusive transportation requires us to empower cities to          
prioritize safe design and enforcement over the speed preferences of commuters. 
 
Taxes and Budget 



 
1.  If you had revenues of $100 (to symbolize the state’s budget revenues) how would 
you allocate those revenues according to your priorities and your understanding of the 
budget and public priorities (so those priorities would add up to $100)? 
 
In addition to the below budget, I would shift funding within Transportation            
towards transit and away from highways. I would also work with advocates in the              
health care and education fields to develop reforms and cost saving measures            
that don’t require cutting services. Here is my breakdown based on a current             
biennial budget of $94 billion: 
 

Health and Human Services $42.00  
E-12 Education $28.00  
Transportation $8.00 
Property Tax Aids and Credits $3.00 
Higher Education $4.50 
Debt Service $3.00 
Public Safety and Judiciary $2.50  
State Government/Veterans $2.50 
Jobs, Economic Development, & Commerce $1.50 
Environmental $2.00 
Agriculture and Housing $1.50 
Capital Projects & Grants $0.50  
Other $1.00 

 
2.  What is you position on income tax policy?  How does your tax position relate to 
sales tax, property tax, user fees and other surcharges? If you had to raise revenues 
how would you do that? 
 

The “Minnesota Miracle” that made Minnesota the state it is today occurred            
because people like Governor Anderson fought for a fairer, more progressive           
income tax. By raising the income tax, we can ensure that we have safer roads,               
better transit, strong public services like rec centers and libraries and that all our              
Eastside children go to world class public schools. By raising the income tax for              
the richest Minnesotans, we can reduce the property tax burdens on our            
communities. Along the same lines, I support treating capital gains the same as             
wages in order to make our tax system more fair. Generally, sales taxes hurt the               
most vulnerable amongst us, but I recognize that there are some cases where we              
can use these funds to achieve a greater good for everyone, For example,             



authorizing counties to raise the sales tax in order to fund additional transit             
makes it easier for everyone to go to work, school, and get around our              
community. In cases where we need additional revenue, I would support taxes on             
greenhouse gas emissions and other pollutants to supplement income taxes.          
User fees and other surcharges should primarily be a method of discouraging            
certain behaviors, not a revenue source.  
 
Education 
 
1.  What are your priorities for early education, special education, K-12 education and 
higher education?  How would you fund them? 
 

Research shows that early intervention is the most effective strategy for           
solving opportunity gaps and developing an inclusive, prosperous community. I          
will prioritize investing in pre-k, kindergarten, and primary education with          
increased support across the board for all students’ educational, healthcare, and           
nutritional needs. Additionally, I fully support providing state funding for the $1.5            
billion for the biennium in currently unfunded special needs mandates. I support            
raising the income tax and increasing the progressivity of the income tax to fund              
these crucial services. While I support Senator Dziedzic’s debt-free college          
proposal, I would prioritize early education over any debt-free college proposal.  
 
2.  What are your views on investing in early childhood education?  How would you pay 
for those?  How would you prioritize this with other educational spending?  
 

Investing in early childhood education is the best investment we can make,            
and I would pay for increased investment in early childhood education through            
income tax increases. I would prioritize early childhood education over proposals           
for debt-free college, because it’s essential we provide everyone an equitable           
start in life before adding benefits to those who have already been privileged by              
our educational system. 
 
3.  The costs of higher education continue to escalate while the resources available to 
most MN students and families decrease.  How do you plan to address the rising cost of 
higher education with continuing decreases in financial resources in a stressed 
economy? 
 

I support Senator Dziedzic’s proposal to provide two years of debt-free           
college at Minnesota’s public colleges, as well as increasing resources for           



low-cost but high-quality options like College in Schools, community colleges,          
and Advanced Placement programs. I will also use my vote as a legislator to              
elect University of Minnesota regents who prioritize making college affordable,          
accessible, and high quality. Finally, I will develop a legislative working group to             
identify national best practices and successful programs to control costs and           
make college affordable to everyone. 
 
Social Justice and Equity 
 
1.  How would you address racial profiling and implicit bias by law enforcement? 
 

Despite the fact that under 20% of Minneapolitans are black, over half of             
drivers stopped in 2018 were black, and of those stopped who were also             
searched, three quarters were black. This discriminatory enforcement is a result           
of Minnesota allowing pretextual stops, relying on police to make discretionary           
decisions about minor violations, and the existence of laws that give police the             
pretexts to investigate individuals in the first place. To address racial profiling            
and limit implicit bias in law enforcement, I support prohibiting pretextual stops,            
replacing speeding and red light police enforcement with camera enforcement,          
and decriminalizing marijuana, which provides an excuse for many         
investigations.  

Additionally, we need to enact effective discipline and oversight measures          
for the police, such as by eliminating the state prohibition on all-civilian review             
boards with disciplinary power and prohibiting police contracts with         
anti-investigation protections. Finally, we can supplement police with additional         
social services, so that we’re not responding to health crises with law            
enforcement.  
 
2.  What changes (if any) would you propose to improve voter participation, and election 
fairness, efficiency, and accuracy?  When should former felons who have served their 
time be granted the right to vote? 
 

Minnesota should allow and encourage pre-registration of people too         
young to vote, provide for automatic voter registration, allow ranked choice           
voting statewide, provide easier ballot access to minor party candidates, fund           
early voting locations statewide, and require landlords provide tenants voter          
registration forms at the beginning of the tenancy.  

Voting is a cornerstone of our democratic system and no citizen should be             
deprived of the right to vote. Long term, I would support allowing individuals             



currently serving their time in prison to vote. More immediately, I would advocate             
to restore the right of felons to vote immediately upon release from prison.  
 
3.  How would you increase employment and wages for people with disabilities in 
Minnesota? 
 

The Minnesota Miracle only works if everyone can share in the prosperity,            
and that means increasing wages and employment for people with disabilities.           
By funding school-to-work transition programs, increasing transportation       
options, and training employers in inclusive hiring practices, we can increase the            
hiring of people with disabilities. Furthermore, we can eliminate the sub-minimum           
wage option for employers hiring people with disabilities and replace it with a tax              
credit, so that people with disabilities earn at least the full minimum wage. 
 
Health Care 
 
1.  Given that many Minnesotans are uninsured or underinsured in health care 
coverage, cannot receive coverage for specific health conditions, and/or cannot afford 
the proper medications, how would you increase the number of Minnesotans covered 
and the quality of their coverage?  What else would you do to improve the current health 
insurance climate?  How would you pay for that? 
 

Our next step in expanding healthcare for all Minnesotans is in providing a             
public option, and I fully support Governor Walz’s plan. The ONECare plan will             
provide a high quality plan option for all Minnesotans that covers 90% of a              
consumer’s health care costs, and it will force private insurers to compete with             
its covered services and lower copays and deductibles. Moreover, this plan will            
use its large coverage pool as leverage to negotiate for lower cost services and              
prescription drugs. Aside from ~$100 million in start up funds, this plan will be              
funded through premiums. 
 
2.  What would you do to improve the health and living conditions of the elderly, young 
children, and others at risk?  How would you pay for that? How would you provide 
affordable, accessible, emergency insulin? 

 
First, we can make our communities healthier for everyone, including the 

eldery, disabled and young children by allowing our cities to make streets safer 
by expanding sidewalks and reducing the speed limits. Second, investment in 
wraparound services for our schools will help identify children at risk of 



developing chronic conditions or mental health issues. These early interventions 
can help save money long term while improving health outcomes. Third, I support 
the Alec Smith Emergency Insulin Act and the creation of a statewide insulin 
assistance program funded by a manufacturer fee.  
 
3.  What would you do to address the critical problem of access to health care for the 
self-employed? 
 

As a self-employed attorney who has purchased individual insurance from          
the MNSure marketplace I understand the importance of providing affordable,          
high-quality options for the self-employed. I support Governor Walz’s ONECare          
plan to provide a public option for all Minnesotans, and to use that plan as               
leverage to bring down costs for all Minnesotans. I would also investigate the             
development of payment options for the self-employed with seasonal or irregular           
incomes.  
 
4. What is your position on legislation that enacts the Minnesota Health Plan at the state 
level?  What is your position on universal health care for all? 
 

I support universal health care for all. That means everyone has quality            
insurance where they can afford both the coverage itself and the medical services             
they need to live a healthy life. To accomplish that, I think that the best first step                 
would be a public option buy-in like Governor Walz’s ONECare plan. Short of that,              
I would support policies to make MNSure marketplace subsidies more generous           
and make more people eligible for subsidies. I would support a single payer plan              
provided there were built-in protections to prevent the GOP from restricting           
access to health care services they disagree with, including reproductive          
healthcare, abortions, and medical care for trans individuals.  
 
Economy/Jobs/Small Business 
 
1.  What are the largest hurdles to the greater success of small and microbusiness in 
Minnesota?  How would you lower those hurdles and minimize the barriers to their 
economic improvement? 
 

As a small business attorney and the founder of both my own small             
business and the non-profit Minnesota Tool Library, I’m ready to assist           
Minnesota’s entrepreneurs and create a new generation of business leaders.          
First, the biggest barrier to starting a small business is the cost of healthcare,              



and passing the ONECare Act to create a public option and bring down             
healthcare costs is crucial to eliminating barriers to starting small businesses.           
Second, we need to ensure there is available funding for small businesses,            
including people who don’t meet traditional lending standards or have faced           
discrimination, and we can do that by establishing a Minnesota public bank that             
provides participation to local banks and credit unions for increased lending to            
those communities. Third, we need to make sure every region has the resources             
to be economically competitive, which starts with funding Border-to-Border         
broadband. Fourth, we need to provide loans and technical assistance to the            
development of local solutions, like the Eastside Food Coop and the innovative            
Northeast Investment Coop.  
 
2.  How would you support job creation in Minnesota? 

 
The Minnesota Miracle was the result of investing in the people of our             

state, and the key to creating a Minnesota where we all can succeed is making               
similar investments in our future. I support providing funding for          
Border-to-Border broadband on a multi-year basis, providing funding and         
technical assistance for local investment in businesses and organizations like the           
Eastside Foods Coop, prioritizing education funding so that Minnesota has the           
strongest, most competitive workforce in the country, and making healthcare          
affordable and accessible to everyone so that everyone has the safety net they             
need to take risks like starting their own business.  
 
3.  What is Minnesota’s role in the global economy?  What would you propose to 
support your position and serve the best interests of the Minnesota economy and 
Minnesotans? 
 

Minnesota should remain a leader in developing the culture and          
technologies that power the world economy. Just as Minnesotans of the past            
founded and built innovative firms like 3M and Medtronic, we’ll continue to            
innovate and deliver the next generation of technologies and healthcare tools.           
Just as Minnesota has been recognized for our incredible artists, authors and            
historians, we’ll continue to produce nationally recognized works of art and           
writing from our increasingly diverse state. 

To support the innovators, inventors, and artists of our state we’ll ensure            
all Minnesotans receive the education they deserve, the healthcare they need,           
and live in accessible, inclusive communities. 
 



4.  What is your position on policies that help recruit and maintain teachers of color? 
How would you do that? 
 

Passing, fully funding, and aggressively implementing the Increase        
Teachers of Color Act is the number one priority for diversifying our teacher             
workforce. Having worked with and heard from teachers over the last several            
years, I know that retention is one of the most difficult parts of diversifying our               
workforce, and would work to provide additional support for new teachers and            
funding for longer-term contracts for new teachers so they can spend their first             
years developing relationships and their skills rather than searching for a job            
every summer as a result of changing district budgets.  
 
Public Safety and Crime Prevention 
 
1.  What is your position on the availability of guns and particularly handguns?  What is 
your position on the use of background checks prior to the purchase of firearms?  Do 
you support periodic checks of current license holders? 
 

We have too many guns and handguns in Minnesota. We know that            
Minnesota and the United States suffer from disproportionate gun deaths, and           
that is a direct result of the easy access Americans have to guns. I support               
background checks prior to the purchase or transfer of firearms, periodic checks            
of current license holders, red flag laws, taxes on bullets and requiring            
ammunition dealers to keep track of bullet sales. 
 
2.  What types of legislation would you propose to aid in the prevention of crime?  What 
specific legislation would you propose to reduce or prevent crime?  
 

The best way to prevent crime is to build an equitable, inclusive            
community, promote the quality of life of everyone, and target supportive           
interventions at at-risk youth. We need to integrate crime prevention into all            
government decision making so our economic, educational, and social policies          
are geared to the support of at-risk individuals and families, focus on restorative             
justice, and treat health crises like addiction as health crises rather than criminal             
conduct.  
 
3.  What is your position regarding Second Chance programs and opportunities for 
ex-offenders to re-enter the community while balancing those initiatives with public 
safety and media influences? 



 
I support Second Chance programs and opportunities for ex-offenders to          

re-enter the community. I’ve worked with individuals seeking criminal         
expungements for conduct long ago in their past, and who have worked for years              
to get the help and counseling they needed, who are still facing barriers to better               
employment and housing because of their criminal records. Providing         
ex-offenders with a reasonable path to expungement and to re-enter the           
community is not just a matter of justice, but is in itself a way to promote public                 
safety. We are not made safer by isolating and excluding people who have             
served their time and worked to turn their life around from society.  
 
 Environmental Safety/Energy Policy 
 
1.  How would you balance the interests of citizens and the environmental community 
with the interests of industry, finance, and the business community?  
 

The worst investment we can make in our future is to sacrifice our             
world-renowned environmental beauty for short term corporate profits. It is not           
only necessary for the quality of life of all Minnesotans that we hold our              
businesses to rigorous environmental standards, it is necessary to our          
businesses for us to be able to continue to recruit and retain our amazing              
workforce and innovative industries.  
 
2.  What is your position on energy, the use of alternative and renewable energy 
sources, and Minnesota’s role in this arena?  What key resources does Minnesota have 
to make good progress? 
 

Minnesota should lead in the development and implementation of         
renewable energy production and storage technologies, and the state can          
support the deployment of renewable energy by pricing greenhouse gas          
emissions, providing loans for renewable energy production, and establishing a          
feed in-tariff for production of renewable energy. Minnesota gets more sunlight           
than Germany, one of the world-wide leaders of solar energy production, and can             
harness the potential wind energy from across the state. But our biggest            
resource to make progress on renewable energy is an innovative, well-educated           
workforce and a government willing to invest in the state. 
 



3.  What policies or programs would you support in the areas of state building code 
compliance with clean energy technology, improved energy efficiency, and increased 
noise protection? 
 

We need to adopt continually improving performance standards for energy          
efficiency and noise protection. In the book Designing Climate Solutions author           
Hal Harvey notes that the effectiveness of fuel efficiency standards came not            
from their initial level, but from the continually increasing requirements.          
Businesses are better to develop higher quality processes and standards with           
predictable, consistent, continually increasing standards, and modeling our        
building standards on the policies that delivered improvements in the auto           
sector.  
 
Transportation 
 
1.  What are your Minnesota transportation priorities as they relate to business, freight, 
travelers, and public transit including commuters, seniors, people with disabilities, young 
people, and visitors? 
 

Our first transportation priority needs to be creating a transit system that is             
accessible and inclusive for all Minnesotans, regardless of what their income,           
health condition, or transportation needs are, and ensuring that our          
transportation systems doesn’t prioritize the speed and convenience of         
commuters over the safety and accessibility of our neighborhoods. While we will            
always need transportation options for businesses and freight, developing a          
high-frequency, reliable, affordable, safe transportation network for seniors,        
people with disabilities, young people, and other members of our community has            
to come first. While the state has little regulatory authority over the railyard in              
Minneapolis, we should work to incentivize the elimination of a freight yard in our              
community, especially considering the dangers from the transportation of oil on           
those lines through our neighborhoods. 
 
2.  What is your position on light rail transit?  How would you promote light rail transit 
expansion if you feel it’s needed? 
 

Light rail transit is a key element to a reliable, frequent, user-friendly transit             
system and we need to prioritize the development of a transit network that             
connects high-amenity and high-population areas of the metro. I support          
providing light rail transit funding from a combination of federal, state, and local             



funding, and would support doubling the amount counties can collect from the            
transit sales tax from .5% to 1%. I also support increasing the utility of our transit                
system by supplementing it will a large, high-frequency, reliable bus network,           
including multiple bus rapid transit lines and would prioritize the planned           
expansion of the rapid bus line on Central Avenue. 
 
Affordable Housing 
 
1.  What is your position on affordable housing and what are your plans/priorities for 
dealing with it?  What is the first strategy you would use to deal with the affordable 
housing crisis and the homeless? 
 

We need abundant and affordable housing. While the Minneapolis 2040          
plan legalized more housing in Minneapolis, we need to ensure that it’s legal to              
build necessary multifamily housing statewide, and I support legislation to          
upzone statewide and eliminate parking minimums, just as we have in           
Minneapolis. Further, I will prioritize funding public housing, including its repair,           
maintenance, and expansion, as well as supportive housing for the homeless and            
people who need safe and sober housing. The first strategy to deal with the              
affordable housing and the homeless has to be getting everyone in a home; if it’s               
not legal to build that home, we need to legalize it, and if a city doesn't have the                  
funding to do it itself, the state needs to step in. 

There are also a number of tenant protections I support, including           
providing tenants a right of first refusal on the sale of their buildings, providing a               
right to a housing attorney in eviction cases, and providing loans and technical             
assistance to develop tenant-owned housing such as co-ops, and expanding          
resources like emergency tenant assistance funds. 
 
2.  What is your position on homeownership and what value do you think it may have in 
the community? 
 
 Homeownership is an option that works for many, and I want to work to              
make sure than individuals who wish to own have a number of options, including              
co-ops and condos, and keeping all options affordable for everyone. Our           
communities are strongest when everyone has the options they need to thrive,            
and some of the most desirable neighborhoods in Minneapolis, like Windom Park,            
are about half homeowners and half renters.  
 
Agriculture and Food 



 
1.  What is your position on Ag and food production where they intersect with corporate 
farms, family farms, environmental concerns and food safety? 
 

Protecting the environment and ensuring our food supply is ethically          
produced and safe to eat means we have to hold all farms, including corporate              
and large scale farms, to the highest standards. We can encourage small scale             
family farming, local sourcing of food, sustainable, ethical, and environmental          
farming practices, and through local investment, technical assistance, and loan          
programs. 
 
2.  What is your position on the University of Minnesota’s Forever Green Program and 
how would you support family farmers? 
 

The Forever Green Program is important to maintaining Minnesota’s strong          
agricultural economic sector and meeting our goals to address climate change           
goals. We need to continue funding the program and investing in the next             
generation of agricultural products. 

We can support family farmers through the development of local          
institutions that prioritize ethical and ecological purchasing practices. The         
Eastside Food Coop is a fantastic example of how people change their buying             
patterns when they have the power to affect the system. Additionally, we can             
hold all farms, including the corporate farms, to the highest standards for            
environmental and health standards, ensuring a fair playing field for all farms,            
and providing technical assistance and loans for small family farms.  
 
Government Accountability  
 
1.  What is your position on the establishment of a nonpartisan independent redistricting 
commission? 
 

The only way we can ensure our elections are fair and free is by requiring               
the districts be fairly drawn. I support a nonpartisan independent redistricting           
commission, as well as reforms like mixed member proportional representation,          
statewide ranked choice voting, and joining the National Popular Vote Interstate           
Compact. 
 
2.  What is your position on comprehensive campaign finance reform legislation 
including full disclosure  of all contributions and expenditures? 



 
I support publicly funded campaigns, campaign finance limits, and full          

disclosure of all contributions and expenditures.  
 
Media and Internet 
 
1.  What is your position on Net Neutrality?  What is your position on Border-to-Border 
broadband? 
 

I support Net Neutrality, and will fight to ensure that no state agency             
contracts with or funds any service provider that impedes or degrades internet            
traffic on the basis of the content or engages in paid prioritization. Additionally, I              
will empower internet users by mandating that internet providers provide          
one-click cancellation options. 

Border-to-Border broadband is a crucial investment that ensures that all of           
Minnesota remains economically competitive and develops equitably.       
Businesses, students, and farmers all benefit from border-to-border broadband,         
and we can continue developing broadband by establishing multi-year funding          
and creating options for local governments and businesses to match funds from            
the state grant program. 
 
Labor and Employment 
 
1.  What is your position on a state-wide minimum wage?  What related policies would 
you favor? 
 

I support a state-wide minimum wage with no tip credit, while allowing local             
governments to enact minimum wages and worker protections that exceed the           
statewide wage. 

Although I do not know how much more we should increase the statewide             
minimum wage by and would rely on a Minnesota specific study similar to the              
high-quality study conducted by the City of Minneapolis prior to the enactment of             
the Minneapolis minimum wage, I am confident that we should continue to raise             
the minimum wage and ensure it is indexed to inflation. 

 
2.  What is your position on the Wage Theft Act? 
 

I support the Wage Theft Act, but would go further in requiring that             
employers submit payroll records not only to employees but electronically to a            



state agency. Since employers are already required to keep detailed payroll           
records and many use electronic payroll services these requirements will not be            
burdensome, but provide enforcing agencies information necessary to identify         
patterns of wage theft and evidence for agencies when they bring forward            
enforcement actions. 
 
 
3.  What is your position on a state-wide earned sick and safe time benefit package? 
How is that paid for? 
 

I support adopting Minenapolis’s earned safe and sick time requirements to           
businesses across Minnesota, and would likewise require employers to fund the           
benefit. I would support a statewide payroll or income tax increase to assist             
businesses in industries with demonstrated difficulties in meeting their         
obligations because of the nature of their industry (e.g., agriculture) so that all             
Minnesota industries remain competitive and fully support their workers. 
 
4.  What is your position on a paid family social insurance program?  How would that 
work? 
 

The United States is the only OECD member not to offer paid leave to new               
mothers, and states like California and New Jersey already offer paid family leave             
programs, with additional states planning on adding this essential benefit. I           
support establishing a paid family social insurance program in Minnesota, and           
modeling it off the many, many examples of successful programs in other states             
and worldwide. New York is phasing in 12 weeks of paid leave and funds it with a                 
0.27% employee contribution, with an annual maximum contribution of $196.72,          
that employers can put toward a paid leave insurance policy. If Minnesota’s            
program had similar requirements and protections, a family earning the average           
Minnesota family income would not even hit the annual maximum contribution.           
For less than $200 a year from the average family we can provide paid leave for                
all Minnesota families.  
 
5.  What is your position on legislation or a constitutional amendment that preempts or 
interferes with local governments' authority to establish minimum wage, benefits, 
working conditions, terms of employment, or attendance/leave policies that exceed state 
or federal law? 
 



I oppose legislation or constitutional amendments that preempt or interfere          
with local governments’ authority to establish a minimum wage, benefits, working           
conditions, terms of employment, or attendance/leave policies that exceed state          
or federal law. I look forward to working with local governments in adopting             
successful programs at the local level to the state to improve the living             
conditions of Minnesotans. 


